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SPOTLIGHT ON EDUCATION!

Welcoming new residents and fellows at Housestaff Orientation June 30

Each summer brings a new batch of freshly minted physicians to train at UF Health Shands and UF Physicians. Before they begin advanced clinical education, they are introduced to the UF Health system through Housestaff Orientation, conducted by our UF College of Medicine Graduate Medical Education House...
Nearly 250 new housestaff will attend orientation on June 30. College of Medicine leaders will address and they will learn about UF Health patient safety and quality initiatives, hospital and clinical programs resources. They will also be required to complete Hospitality and Service training alongside our faculty staff so that we’re all on the same page when it comes to Standards of Behavior that ensure the best possible patient experience.

"Residents and fellows need to be aware of the numerous opportunities available for their personal an professional growth through the GME office," said Lisa Dixon, M.D., UF College of Medicine associate and designated institutional official. "I want them to know where the GME office is and feel confident that we’re here for them."

UF’s newest class of physicians celebrates milestone

Current Radiology Imaging Viewer System (iSite) will change to Visage

*This update is for faculty and staff who provide care UF Health Shands and UF Health Physicians patient

iSite, the current radiology imaging viewer that researchers, faculty and clinical teams use to access in will soon be replaced by Visage. Visage will be available on June 30, and will run parallel to iSite until 15, 2015, to give you time to adjust to the new system.

You can access Visage through a link on the left-hand side of a patient’s chart in Epic, within the Imag in Chart Review, and on the UF Health Bridge. Visage will have full diagnostic capability and will allow to access images through a search engine.

Find training documentation here: http://xray.ufl.edu/patient-care/pacs/. You can also view them on the Health Bridge by searching 'Radiology PACS/VNA.'
Click on the ‘Radiology PACS/VNA and Universal Viewer Project’ collaboration group to find resources.

Contact Marcia Rodriguez, UF Health Shands PACS administrator, at RODRMJ@radiology.ufl.edu or 352-494-2796 with any questions.
CONGRATULATIONS!

Am Soc Hematology National Mentor Award 2015
The American Society of Hematology awarded our own Craig Kitchens their national award for best Hematology mentor!

"He is someone who viewed mentorship as a privilege," wrote the nominating committee. They added that he was a leading force behind a large number of hematologists to choose that career.

Congratulations on this award and your impact on the field!

---

**Feedback requested: MyUFHealth**

On behalf of the MyUFHealth team, we would like your feedback to guide the development of our patient portal known as MyUFHealth. This quick, anonymous survey will help us improve MyUFHealth activation methods and features.

Please complete the survey here: [https://bridge.ufhealth.org/myufhealth-survey/](https://bridge.ufhealth.org/myufhealth-survey/).

**Note:** This survey is for UF Health faculty and staff. Employees must be able to log in to the Bridge to respond. Only responses are shared with survey administrators.

Lauren Irizarry
352-265-0373

---

**The Health Science Center Library is pleased to host this exhibit from the National Library of Medicine from June 1 to July 10, 2015.**

**June 9 -** "Literature and medicine: Silas Weir Mitchell's fiction."
Anne Stiles, PhD, Dept of English, Saint Louis University
12noon - 1pm, Communicore Building, C1-7

**June 18 -** "How understanding the rest cure helps promote the value of humanities in medical education."
Michael Blackie, PhD, Dept of Family and Community Medicine, Northeast Ohio Medical University
12noon - 1pm, Communicore Building, C1-7

Talks sponsored by the Center for the Humanities and the Public Sphere with support from the Yavitz

Submitted by Nina Stoyan-Rosenzweig, Health Science Center Library
IN THE NEWS!

UF Health Plans For Future
UUF Health unveils new 5-year plan

UF Health
Florida's UF Health wants every patient to have an advance directive

DID YOU KNOW?

UF Health Surgeon Gives Baby Born with Half a Heart a Fighting Chance for Survival

The Power of Together
Next meeting, Tuesday, July 7, 2015 at 5:00 pm in the Hugh Hall Conference Room

Check the website for information about meetings and activities:

http://facultycouncil.med.ufl.edu/

*******************************************

Annual College of Medicine Senior Associate Dean Evaluation

Please complete an evaluation of the Senior Associate Deans -
https://ufl.qualtrics.com/SE/?SID=SV_9yiAcXf863tp1I3

Upcoming Educational & Professional Development Seminars:

Psychological Perspectives on Patient, Family, and Provider: Avoiding the "Perfect Storm"
Kamela Scott, Ph.D.
June 10, 2015
5:00 pm to 6:30 pm
Communicore Room C2-3

View previous seminars online at
http://facultyaffairs.med.ufl.edu
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